
 

 

Golf Dolce Frégate Provence and Ecole de Golf Français: 
a winning partnership for quality coaching. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Dolce Frégate Provence golf resort, considered one of the most beautiful courses in Europe, has part-
nered with the Ecole de Golf Français (EGF) and inaugurates its new Coaching Institute using the MRP method. 

 

 The Dolce Frégate Provence golf course, located on the hills above Bandol and showcasing the 4-star hotel 
offers exceptional golf experiences. Between sea and vineyards, the golf course, designed by Ronald Fream, offers 
unique viewpoints over the Mediterranean.  

 

 Dolce Frégate offers golfing enthusiasts two courses with 18 and 9 holes, and provides coaching through 
the Ecole de Golf Français.  Year-round the Institute and Dolce Frégate Provence work hand in hand to provide 
golf lovers tailor-made coaching to improve or perfect their game. Dolce guests can thus combine pleasure and 
learning during their stay in an idyllic setting. 
 

EGF did not pick Dolce Frégate by chance.  Founded in 1997 by Lionel Bérard, the school brings together a team of 
professional coaches trained to teach a common technique. 

This represents a surefire guarantee of quality for student golfers.  

The school works in three areas:  

- Vocational training (the only school authorized by the Ministry of Sports to train future coaches in the PACA 
region) 

- Golf Tourism, EGF is a travel agency that organizes golf tours in France and abroad 

- Golf coaching, with an innovative educational concept: the MRP GOLF method. 

 

 Indeed, the Ecole de Golf Français addresses its courses through a new neuroscience-based teaching 
methodology, called MRP. 

It relies on managing the student’s progress on the golf course, in all autonomy. It represents a new vision of golf 
coaching, using cutting-edge and carefully considered methods based on the latest scientific findings. This method 
helps golfers by integrating the 3 dimensions of progress: HEAD (cognitive process), HEART (emotions), BODY 
(technical and physical training).  
 

The aim of the Institut du Golf Français is to transform the Golf Dolce Frégate Provence into a benchmark 
for year-round coaching for local golfers but also for golfers staying at the hotel and in the region. 

 

Live this exclusive experience first-hand, save time, save energy and... swing with confidence, this is now 
possible at Dolce Frégate Provence! 

 
** Golf Coaching at the Dolce Frégate Provence Hotel and Golf** 

Stay of 4 days - 3 nights from €662 per person 
- Accommodation in a superior double room, with private terrace, breakfast included. 

- 3 days of lessons - 3 hours per day following the MRP method 
- Groups of 4 people maximum 

- Access to the course in the afternoon 
  

Conditions on the website www.golfdolcefregate.com. 

http://www.golfdolcefregate.com/
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About Dolce Frégate Provence 

 

Overlooking the Mediterranean Sea and the hills of Provence, Dolce Frégate Provence is an ideal high-end destination. 

Its 163 spacious rooms decorated with Provençal charm with sea-view terraces, its quality service and its contemporary 

facilities are all ingredients that combine for an unforgettable stay. The icing on the cake, the gourmet restaurant at 

Dolce Frégate Provence also offers a great environment for a unique tasting experience. The Mas des Vignes restaurant 

offers a cozy and warm atmosphere overlooking a breathtaking sunset, the golf course and the Mediterranean... Amen-

ities include an 18 and a 9-hole golf courses, an on-site golf academy, tennis courts, pétanque, indoor heated pool, 

outdoor pools, sauna, Omnisens spa, fitness center and whirlpool. For your professional events: 15 naturally-lit meeting 

rooms and modular eating spaces on the terrace or inside conference rooms. The hotel also offers an exceptional on-site 

sports field for all your teambuilding activities surrounded by nature!  
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About the Maranatha Group. 

The Maranatha is the leading player in integrating all hotel-related business in the value chain, ranging from financial 
investment management to renovation and refitting. The Group raises funds to invest in hotels, which it renovates and 
operates with a value creation approach based on upgrading the level. The Group’s teams thus combine two areas of 
expertise; finance and hotels, through three business that feed the concept of synergy in hospitality: 

Financing: raising funds from investors through customized financial investment solutions: Finotel, for the general public 
and Club Deal for discerning investors. 

Acquisition: identifying hotel properties with potential, buying them, analyzing and recommend their future positioning 
and renovating them if necessary. The acquired hotels that are renovated gain new value, through upgrades and by 
restoring their luster. 

Managing: managing and optimizing hotel assets, maximizing operating margins. 
 
The coherent vision of the entire hospitality lifecycle has helped the Group to achieve strong and sustained growth since 
it was founded in 2000. To date, Maranatha has developed in the areas of Paris, Brussels, Switzerland, the French moun-
tains and the South of the France, with 60 hotels so far including several renowned properties: Seven Hotel**** (Paris), 
Astor Saint Honoré**** (Paris), Jules César***** (Arles), Aigle des Neiges**** (Val d’Isère), Dolce Frégate Provence**** 
Hôtel & Golf (Bandol) and Mas des Herbes Blanches***** Relais & Châteaux (Gordes, Luberon). 
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